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A quick and easy
guide to mortgage basics.
What is a mortgage?
A mortgage is nothing to be frightened about; it is just a loan to help you buy your house. It’s usually the
biggest loan you take out in your life, but at the end of the day, it is just a loan. As with most loans, if you fail to
keep up payments they will take back your asset, in this case your house.

Payments
You will pay interest on the money you borrow, which is hardly surprising, and obviously you also have to pay
back the loan itself at some time. In the case of a mortgage because the loan is usually for a lot of money,
paying it back is spread over many years, usually over 25 years, but it can be fewer s or more.
There are 2 main options for paying the money back:
Repayment Mortgage
Each month you will make a payment to the lender which comprises interest plus an amount of capital, such
that at the end of the mortgage you will have paid off all the loan. In the early years of the loan, the payment
will be mostly interest and the balance owed to the lender will reduce slowly, in later years this will be reversed
and you will be repaying mostly capital.
Interest Only Mortgage
Each month you will only pay interest on the loan and you will NOT be repaying any of the capital. The lender
expects you to make your own arrangements to pay the loan back at the end of the mortgage and will ask at
application stage for evidence that the arrangements will produce enough money to repay the loan in full.
There are a number of acceptable arrangements; they can include sale of property, transfer to a lifetime
mortgage at an appropriate age, or an investment that you encash at the appropriate time. Interest only is not
commonly offered for residential mortgages nowadays.
Part & Part
Some lenders will allow you to have part of your loan on interest only with the remainder on repayment. You
will be asked for evidence of your repayment plan for the interest only part of the loan.
Most mortgages will allow periodic lump sum payments to reduce how much you owe without triggering early
redemption charges; these are known as part redemptions. You should check with the lender before making
any part repayment to make sure you do not trigger the charges.

How much can I borrow?
Every lender will want to look at your income and outgoings IN DETAIL to decide how much they think you can
afford to borrow, and each lender will come up with a slightly different answer. They will expect you to prove
everything that you say.

Value of the property
The mortgage lender will not lend you more than the value of your property; you will always be expected to
put in some money of your own. The more you can more you can put in, the better the deal that the lender will
offer you. The lender will instruct a surveyor to make a report on the condition and value of the property,
which you have to pay for, before they send you a formal letter conﬁrming the loan.
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Low credit score and/or bad credit
This does not necessarily mean that you will not be able to get a mortgage. A routine part of the mortgage
process is checking your credit history and if you think that have a problem then again the earlier you contact
us the better.

Mortgage Products.
Lenders will have a range of products to offer you. These will include:
Fixed rates
Where the interest rate you are charged does not change for a speciﬁed time, usually 2 or 5years but it can be
longer.
Discounts
Where the lender offers an introductory discount to their normal interest rate in order to attract you. The
length of this introductory period varies from lender to lender but is usually around 2 years
Trackers and variables
Where the interest rate can change up or down depending on changes in the Bank of England Base rate or at
the choice of the lender.

THE MAIN POINT IS NOT TO BE SCARED OF THE WORD “MORTGAGE”.
WE ARE HERE TO HELP AND WE ARE REALLY HAPPY TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS.

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.
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Mortgage broker &
specialist ﬁnance advice
in London & South East.

25 YEARS IN BUSINESS, THE BEST IN THE AREA.
EASY TO DEAL WITH, INTUITIVE & VERY TRUSTED.
OUR BROKERS ARE ALL FULLY QUALIFIED & VERY PERSONABLE.
We provide expert advice to cater for most property ﬁnance requirements, including residential, reﬁnancing, expats,
landlords, holiday let mortgages & developer ﬁnance. As an independent mortgage broker our advisers are not
restricted to a limited number of lenders. We are able to search the whole market including the broker only deals.
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INDUSTRY LEADING MORTGAGE & FINANCIAL EXPERTS
We have a experienced & friendly management team in place. A unique blend of
institutionally trained ﬁnancial experts & independent mortgage professionals who
manage conventional mortgages right through to complex large ﬁnancial exit strategies.
Talk to us, our leadership team are here to help

